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Est. 1918

British Manufacturing
Established in 1918, Logco’s mission is to develop
innovative and reliable manufacturing solutions for the
Precast & Concrete Industries, continuing research
and development ensuring continuous improvement &
technologies.
Logco’s vast experience has enabled the development
of environmentally friendly and Biodegradable products
designed to replace the traditional solvent based range.
The eco range of materials have been specifically
formulated using the latest water based technology to
reduce both health, storage and ground contamination
issues in an increasingly environmentally conscious
industry.
Logco offer their full range of products to distributers
as “white label” and will brand the products according
to your needs.
We also offer a bespoke product service, developing and
manufacturing unique products to your specification.

We

British manufacturing
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Red Diesel
Logco supply Red Diesel for off-road, untaxed vehicles
such as tractors and diggers as well as horticultural
equipment and agricultural machinery. It is also used for
earth moving machinery, piling and drilling equipment,
cranes and static diesel powered machinery; generators,
pumps and industrial heating/cooling equipment.

Kerosene
Kerosene is an oil, often called paraffin oil or heating
oil that is used to power and fuel both industrial/
commercial engines and machinery as well as powering
domestic heating systems. Kerosene Oil is the UK’s
most common form of fuel oil for properties reliant on
oil for heating their homes.

Red Diesel & Kerosine available
for both collection or delivery.
We offer 20ltr to 200ltr drums
and a pump out service is also
available.
Contact us for further details.
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SAFE

BIO

Safe and
Biodegradable
Range
Logco offer a range of environmentally
friendly and biodegradable products which
offer many benefits to the construction industry.
Logco have been working hard to move with the
industry and are steadily progressing towards user
friendly and greener products.
All our SAFE products have low VOC’s, are non- hazardous,
non- flammable and toxic free.
Our BIODEGRADABLE products are specifically formulated
with eco-friendly raw materials offering safer disposal and
wastage.
The advantages of safe and biodegradable materials to the
construction industry is low cost transportation and a better
working environment.
Our BIODEGRADABLE & SAFE products will give
companies a greener footprint and improved site
health and safety.
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Formwork Treatments
and Release Agents
Logco manufacturer formwork release agents for the
Construction and Precast Industry, providing the critical
barrier between a moulding surface and the substrate.
Without such a barrier in place the substrate would
become fused to the mould surface, resulting in difficult
release and dramatic loss in production efficiency.
Logco provide the correct type of release agent by
developing products bespoke to the construction
industries needs. All release agents are designed to give
reliable high performance with the many different types
of operation providing clean and easy release properties
with a concrete surface finish that is uniform, nonstaining with minimum defects.
Our water-based release agents are a result of more
focus on health, environment and safety issues. This
has resulted in development of new technologies
largely focused on water-based formulations, with the
movement being away from petroleum or solvent-based
products.
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logco-lease
General purpose formwork oil
Versatile chemical release agent blended with highly active
surfactants which assist in reducing surface tension at the
interface of the formwork and the concrete, ensuring optimum
release and quality concrete surface finish. Suited to General
site use and Precast operations.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

PO

logco-lease QD
Quick drying general purpose formwork oil
Easy application for general site use this quick drying release
agent offers economical, reliable high performance to all types
of formwork, offering a stain free concrete.
Yield: 30-60 m2/l

5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

PO

logco-lease P
High oil content chemical release agent
High quality mould oil giving excellent release properties. Can
be applied to formwork well in advance due to high oil content.
Suitable for all formwork types and is suitable for GRP and
plastic moulds.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

PO

logco-strike CMO
Brushable cream mould oil
An invert emulsion (water in oil) offering an extremely
economical mould oil which can only be applied by brush or
roller. Suitable for both wood and metal based formwork, it is
an ideal release agent for day to day concreting.
Yield: 12-14 m2/l

20L
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25L

200L

IBC

logco-lease DC
High performance release agent for dry casting
Designed for use in the dry casting procedure, gives a fast, high
class release.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

20L

25L

200L

IBC

logco-lease CA
Premium quality mould release agent
High class mould oil manufactured with a safe oil to giving ease
of use indoors. Specifically designed for precast use, is ideal
for concrete beams and sections and most types of formwork,
gives a high quality, finish.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

20L

25L

200L

IBC

logco Release Wax
Formwork sealer and release agent
Seals and protects formwork and plant equipment whilst also
acting as a mould release agent where a liquid is not practical.
Yield: 10-12 m2

SAFE

BIO

20Kg

eco-lease bio WS Standard
Water soluble release agent
Ready to use water based emulsion, which is environmentally
friendly and fully biodegradable. Offering easy release from
precast moulds or formwork giving a non-stain high quality
finish to concrete.
Yield: 20-40 m2/l

SAFE

BIO
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20L

25L

200L

IBC

eco-lease bio MO2
Environmentally friendly biodegradable mould oil
General purpose biodegradable chemical release agent
specially formulated to give easy release from pre-cast moulds
or formwork and provides a high quality finish to concrete.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

20L

25L

200L

IBC

PO

eco-lease MR2
Fully biodegradable mould release agent
A low viscosity blend of vegetable oils giving a safe and low
odour release agent for formwork. Gives an excellent release
and is suitable for white faced concrete finishes.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

20L
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25L

200L

IBC

PO

Concrete Curing Agents
and Retarders
Logco manufacturer a wide range of concrete curing
agents and retarders for the Construction and Precast
Industry. We offer water based, safe and biodegradable
curing agents and sealers along with high efficiency
polymeric and solvent based products.
All our concrete curing products allow full hydration to
be achieved, resulting in higher strength, significantly
reduced surface dusting & cracking, and low shrinkage
concrete that is much more durable.
Logco offer water based safe and biodegradable
retarders for aggregate exposure on both vertical &
horizontal surfaces.
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eco-cure SL
Water based concrete curing compound
An aqueous solution of metallic silicates which when applied
to fresh concrete forms a micro-crystalline seal in the pores.
Sufficient moisture is retained once the seal is formed in order
to assist full hydration of the cement.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

eco-tuff WW
Water based concrete hardener, dustproofer and
curing agent
A blend of aqueous silicates designed for curing, dustproofing
and hardening of concrete. When applied to fresh concrete will
form an integral part of the concrete, reducing evaporation thus
creating a harder concrete. Ideal for concrete floors.
Yield: 30-60 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

eco-cure Super
Water based high efficiency curing to a minimum of
90% efficiency
Water based spray on temporary membrane to retain moisture
in freshly cast concrete. Reduces shrinkage and creates a
tougher concrete finish. Retains 90% of moisture over a 36 hour
period.
Yield: 18-30 m2/l

SAFE

BIO
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5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

eco-cure sealer
Water based curing & sealing
Low odour single pack white polymeric aqueous emulsion
designed to impregnate concrete surfaces thus acting as a
curing aid, surface sealer, dustproofer and hardener.
Yield: 12-14 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

IBC

logco-cure R90
High efficiency curing membrane for concrete, cures to
a minimum of 90% efficiency
Protects the concrete surface from rapid water evaporation
during the initial curing stages. Bluecure R90 has a water
retention efficiency in excess of 90%. Tested by Salford
University to be 90% efficient.
Yield: 5 m2/l

25L

200L

IBC

logco-cure R90A
Aluminised high efficiency curing membrane for
concrete, cures to a minimum of 90% efficiency
Curing membrane with added aluminium flakes where
requirement for light reflection is required to keep the
temperature of the concrete to a minimum or a pigment is
required. Offers 90% water retention.
Yield: 5 m2/l

25L
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200L

eco-tard Liquid TF
Environmentally friendly top face surface retarder
Will retard the set of freshly cast concrete surface, allowing the
exposure of the aggregate finish or to provide a key to receive
subsequent coatings.
Yield: 3-4 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

20L

25L

200L

IBC

eco-tard Gel MF
Environmentally friendly mould face surface retarder
Retards the set of concrete, allowing the exposure of aggregates.
Yield: 6-10 m2/l

SAFE

BIO
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25L

Resin Flooring
and Concrete Sealing
Logco manufactures a range of high performance
compounds based on polymeric and acrylic blends
for sealing the surface of concrete and other porous
masonry surfaces. They penetrate and seal the surface
forming a protective film which is weather stable, tough
and durable.
We offer products which harden concrete flooring,
making them more resilient and durable to water, oil,
and chemical spills.
Logco have an extensive range of concrete, block paving
and bridge coatings which penetrate and weatherproof,
offering many years of protection.
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eco-cure sealer
Water based curing & sealing
Low odour single pack white polymeric aqueous emulsion
designed to impregnate concrete surfaces thus acting as a
curing aid, surface sealer, dustproofer and hardener.
Yield: 5.5-6.6 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

eco-pave Block Sealer
Solvent Free Surface Sealer
A clear solvent free acrylic resin coating used to seal and
protect block paving, patios, driveways and general concrete.
Prevents algae and lichen growth, Results in a low-mid sheen
anti-slip finish.
Yield: 8 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

eco-pave Block Sealer SS
Solvent free surface sealer with sand stabilisation
properties
A clear solvent free acrylic resin coating for blocks and
driveways where sand joints need stabilising to prevent sand
loss and weed growth. Prevents algae and lichen growth.
Results in a low-mid anti-slip finish.
Yield: 4-5 m2/l

SAFE

BIO

5L

20L

25L

200L

eco-wallseal Seal
Solvent free water repellent
A high performance clear, solvent free water repellent specially
formulated to prevent water penetration to brick, stone,
concrete, pebbledash, rendering and other mineral substrates.
Yield: 5-8 m2/l

SAFE

BIO
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5L

20L

25L

200L

logco-hardseal
High Performance heavy duty acrylic sealer
RBS Hardseal is a low viscosity, penetrating colourless sealer
and is based on a carefully sourced blend of chemicals. It
hardens, seals and cures all in one. Also offers 90% curing
efficiency.
Yield: 10-12 m2/l

5L

25L

200L

logco-hardseal XS
Concrete sealing & curing for floors
RBS Hardseal XS is a clear acrylic polymer resin sealer and is
designed to seal and cure concrete floors, especially suited to
power floated floors.
Yield: 10-12 m2/l

5L

20L

25L

200L

logco-driveseal
High performance drive sealer
Penetrating colourless acrylic sealer for driveways, paving,
walkways, block paving and imprinted concrete. Protects and
seals leaving a gloss slip resistant finish.
Yield: 10-12 m2/l

5L

25L

200L

logco Indian Stone Sealer
Acrylic sealer for enhancing and protecting Indian stone
Clear acrylic coating for Indian stone, patios and paths. Solvent
based coating applied to Indian stone provides a satin, non-slip
coating.
Yield: 8-10 m2/l

5L
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25L

aquaseal 102
Hydrophobic impregnating silane-based product
A solvent based hydrophobic impregnating agent based on a
silane resin solution. Water repellent for masonry surfaces
especially bridges and structures subject to salt spray.
Yield: 3-6 m2/l
Yield: 10-15 m2/l

Exposed Location
Sheltered Location
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5L

25L

200L

5L

25L

200L

Cleaners and
Maintenance Products
Keeping construction equipment, plant-work, and tools
in top condition is vital in getting the best performance
out of construction chemicals. Logco manufacture a
product range designed specifically for the cleaning of
construction tools and equipment after use.
We offer solutions for the cleaning of tools that have
been using resins, for the removal of oil stains from
concrete, and for the cleaning and flushing-out of spray
applicators. We also manufacture environmentally
safe products for deterring concrete from drying out
& building up on plant work and mixing equipment,
allowing easy clean and removal afterwards.
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eco-barrier Bio
Protective Barrier oil for mixing and plant equipment
An extremely versatile high specification barrier oil which has
been formulated to prevent the adhesion of asphalt, concrete
and cement mortars to a wide variety of surfaces.
Yield: 10-15 m2

SAFE

5L

BIO

20L

25L

logco Brick & Mortar Cleaner
Brick and mortar removal solution
For removal of cement contamination and rust from a wide
range of surfaces, see data sheet for application rates.
Yield: n/a

5L

20L

25L

logco Poly-Dissolve
Polystyrene dissolving solvent
Developed to safely dissolve away and emulsify unwanted
polystyrene box outs, void formers and inserts.
Yield: n/a

5L
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25L

200L

IBC

logco Sitewash
Solvent cleaner for sprayers and general degreasant
An amber coloured solvent developed for the cleaning of
sprayers and other equipment that has been used with resin
based products, also Ideal as a general degreasant and for
removing mould oil residue.
Yield: n/a

2L

5L

25L

logco Resinklens
Solvent cleaner and thinners
Solvent based cleaner for removing resin from tools, equipment
and old drive and path sealers. Also used as a thinners for RBS
Driveseal.
Yield: n/a

5L

25L

logco Patio & Path Cleaner Concentrate
High performance masonry & patio cleaner
RBS Patio cleaner is a concentrated path and patio cleaner,
designed to be let down with water creating an economic all
round cleaner for paths, patios, driveways etc.
Yield: 10-15 m2/l

Depends On Dilution

5L

20L

logco Formwork repair
Compound for repairing and filling surface damage on
formwork
A twin pack polyester resin based system consisting of a resin
paste and hardener, when mixed produces a rapid setting
compound for all types of formwork.
Yield: 10-12 m2

1.2kg
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8kg

logco Formseal
Polyurethane formwork coating
Designed to give formwork an impervious and protective
polyurethane coating. Quick drying and easy application.
Yield: 7-9 m2 /l

5L

logco Debond
Dowel bar paint - Breaking compound
A bituminous solution designed to provide a thick film on dowel
bars and allow dowel bars to break bond with concrete.
Yield: 10-15 m2/l

Sheltered Location
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5L

Oils & Ancillaries
Logco offer a range of lubricating oils and complementary
products for the construction and Precast industry.
We supply hydraulic oils for plant machinery and tools
giving power and protection to the hydraulic equipment.
Our engine oils provide lubrication for industrial and
fleet vehicles, giving extended life and reliable service.
AdBlue is supplied in small or bulk containers giving
Fleet Diesel vehicles improved emissions.
We have supplied Red Diesel and Kerosene to the
construction industry for many years. We have a reliable
delivery service using our fleet vehicles.
Alongside our oils we can supply a selection of ancillary
products.
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Logco Hydraulic oil ISO 46

5L

20L

Hydraulic oil 46
For Hydraulic systems, Fluid transmission, plant machinery.

Logco Hydraulic oil ISO 32

5L

20L

5L

20L

Hydraulic oil 32
For Hydraulic systems, Plant tools.

Logco Engine Oil 15w/40 & 10w/40
Engine Oil for mixed fleet vehicles

Multi graded engine oil for petrol and diesel fleet and passenger
vehicles

Drum taps

3/4”

2”

Drum taps for 200Ltr steel drums

Funnel

12”

For decanting and pouring into smaller containers

Rotary Barrel Pump
for 200Ltr steel drums

Hose for Barrel Pump
Clip for Barrel Pump
Pressure sprayer
10ltr Plastic basic sprayer
5ltr Metal premium sprayer
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Spill kit

30L

Oil/fuel spill kit.

Screenwash

5L

25L

5L

25L

All season screenwash for all passenger
and fleet vehicles

AdBlue
Additive for diesel fleet and
passenger vehicles

Logco Lithium Grease
Lithium Grease EP2 400gm
Grease gun Lever action 500cc
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Leeds Oil & Grease Co. Ltd.
Cliffdale Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS7 2JF
Tel: 0113 216 8822
Fax: 0113 216 8833
Email: sales@logco.co.uk
www.logco.co.uk
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